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•The involuntary movements triggered by auditory stimuli (audio-
motor reflexes) are described

Auditory reflexes: summaryAuditory reflexes: summary

•In this class, the importance of such reflexes for the organism is
analyzed since they are responsible for protecting the auditory
receptor (middle-ear reflexes); for locating the source of the sound
(orientation reflex), and for protecting the individual (auditory startle
reflex)

•The class also addresses the neuroanatomical substrate of these
reflexes.



1) To describe the different auditory reflexes
2) To determine their functions
3) To highlight the importance of auditory reflexes in
Clinical Diagnosis and in Research
4) To determine the neuroanatomical substrate of the
reflexes

Aims:Aims:



Classification of
movements

Reflex responses

Patterns of rythmical movement

Voluntary movements



Sensory part

Spinal cord

Reflex responses are involuntary, rapid and
stereotyped movements elicited by a stimulus.

What is a reflex? 

Effector

Reflex
Pathways



n  Muscle groups involved

n  Localization of the reflex 

n The role it plays

n Nature of the stimulus

Classification of reflexes 



•    The nature of the stimulus is a sound

Acoustic motor reflexes: types 

1- Middle-ear reflex

2- Orientation reflex or Preyer reflex

3- Auditory startle reflex

Function: To protect the cochlea

Function: Location of the sound source

Function: To protect the individual
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1- Middle ear reflex1- Middle ear reflex

--3 small bones3 small bones Malleus, incus and 
stapes 

--6 ligaments6 ligaments
-3 for the malleus
-2 for the incus
-1 for the stapes

--2 Muscles2 Muscles
-Tensor muscle of tympanic membrane
-Stapedial muscle 

--A sound cavityA sound cavity

Structure of the middle ear
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Scheme of the propagation of sound through
the middle ear

Timpanic membrane



Why do we have three bones?

Because this is the lowest number permitting
TWO articulations

MALLEUS INCUS STAPES



Why do we have two articulations?

To individualize the effect of each of the
muscles.

90º Stapedial muscle.
Link to the stapes

Tensor muscle of
t y m p a n i c
membrane.
Link to the malleus



Tensor Tympanic

Tympanic Membrane
(Ear Drum)

Incus
Stapedius

Eustachian
Tube

Tympanic cavity
Stapes

Malleus• Involuntary bilateral contraction
of the muscles of the middle ear:

• – stapedial muscle
• – tensor muscle of tympanic membrane

What is the middle-ear reflex  ?

• Contraction of the muscles elicits an increase in the
rigidity of the chain of bones

•  They reduce the vibrations and the acoustic signal
arriving at the middle ear.

– They reduce gain
» protecting hair cells



Contraction as a function of intensity and frequency

When do middle-ear reflexes occur?

- Middle-ear reflexes are activated by sounds that- Middle-ear reflexes are activated by sounds that
are:are:

1

- loud (> 80dB)
- low-frequency (< 2kHz)
- long-duration (>200ms)

--Middle-ear reflexes are not activated by sounds Middle-ear reflexes are not activated by sounds 
 that are: that are:

  
   - low-intensity (of any frequency) 
   - high-frequency (of any intensity) 
   - short sounds



Acoustic trauma or deafness due to noiseAcoustic trauma or deafness due to noise
When someone is subjected to intense sounds at more than 90
decibels, a lesion of the hair cells of the organ of Corti may occur.
.

Damaged organ of Corti:
    Absence of several outher and inner
hair cells

Normal organ of Corti: 
    3 rows of outher hair cells and a row 
of inner hair cell



When do middle-ear reflexes occur?

- The muscles contract when speaking, protecting from
fatigue, interference or own sounds

2

* This protects the hair cells of
   the organ of Corti

* They contract before speaking 

stapedius reflex reduces sound pressure levels reaching the inner ear hair cells by approximately 20 decibels



Sounds of low
frequency mask
high-frequency
components of
sounds

* -It allows to listening, for the atenuation of the low
frequency components

-It allows differences in frequency to be discriminated
-It allows to diminished 20dB in human

Other implications of the contraction of the
muscles of the middle ear

HF

El estapedio contribuye a evitar el enmascaramiento de los componentes de alta frecuencia de los sonidos

LF
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- TWO independent nuclei next to genu of facial nerve.
- Fibers borne by the facial nerve.
- Connections with the olivo-cochlear system.

-ONE/TWO nuclei next to the exit of the V pair. 
-Fibers borne by the trigeminal nerve.
- Connections with the cochlear nuclei. 

Stapedial
muscle

T e n s o r
muscle of
t y m p a n i c
membrane

Characteristics of the innervation of the muscles
of the middle ear



Motoneurons of the cat tensor muscle of tympanic membrane

Shaw y Baker., JCN 216:10-19 (1983)

Middle- ear muscles innervation



Stapedial motoneurons in  primates

Thompson y cols., JCN 231:270-279 (1985)

Middle- ear muscles innervation



Modified from Rouiller, 1992

Middle- ear muscles innervation

malleus

stapes

Organ of
Corti
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• Orientation of the ears towards the source of
the sound when unexpected auditory stimuli
occur

2-  Preyer reflex2-  Preyer reflex

- In species with immobile ears, orientation is performed by
moving the head.

- In species able to move their ears, orientation depends on
coordinate movement of the head and ears.



• The facial motor nucleus

Which motor centers are involved? 

J. A. C. Horta-Júnior,O. J. Tamega and R. J. Cruz-Rizzolo.
J.Anat.(2004)204:175–190

- In monkeys and cats, the
motoneurons responsible for
the ear’s movement are
located in the medial
subdivision of the facial
motor nucleus



Which motor centers are involved? 

• The paralemniscal region

-The motoneurons
responsible for moving the
head are located in the region
medial to the lateral
lemniscus, the paralemniscal
region, which is also involved
in the movement of the ears
in some animals (cat)

región
paralemniscal



Sound carries three types of information :

HRTFHRTF= The head-related transfer function.

ITDITD= Interaural Time Difference

IIDIID= Interaural Intensity Difference

The pinnae are of importance in sound localization
since they reflect incoming sound in ways that
depend on the angle of the source.

Which sound characteristics are related to
information about the position of the source
of the sound?



Pathway of the IIDIID

Pathway of the ITDITD



Cochlear Root Neurons
(CRNs)

Which auditory nuclei are involved? 

In the rat, the CRNs innervate the facial (7n) motoneurons that move the pinna

Coronal section of the rat brainstem showing the medial part of the facial nucleus
with labeled neurons that receive auditory boutons from the CRNs.

7n

De Castro et al. (2008). Journal Comp. Neurol 507(5):1763–1779 



How does the   auditory information arrive at the
motor centers involved in the Preyer reflex
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3- Auditory Startle reflex3- Auditory Startle reflex

 Contraction (reflex) of a varying number of muscles

when challenged by an intense, unexpected sound .

•This is accompanied by a response of the autonomic nervous

system (characterized by an increase in blood pressure and heart rate.)

•Which prepares the organism for situation of alert and
helps to preserve the individual's life .



What is the startle reflex ? 

In primates, the startle response
occurs as a generalized contraction of
the striate muscles of the skeleton,
mainly on the face, neck, shoulders
and top proximal parts of the arms

In the rat, a general response of flexion is
observed, with a hunching of the
shoulders, dorsiflexion of the neck and a
general shortening of body length. The
sudden contraction leads the animal to
jump, proportional to the intensity of the
startle response



Up to two months of life, when a baby is startled, its arms extend forwards with the palms
upwards and the thumbs flexed. This reflex occurs when a baby is startled by an intense sound
or it feels as though it were falling. It is specifically termed the moro reflex
 Sometimes babies are startled by their own crying, which elicits this reflex.

The absence of this reflex may indicate the presence of a lesion or disease



Which stimuli trigger the auditory startle reflex ? 

In both humans and laboratory animals, the stimuli that most
readily activate  the ASR are high-intensity sounds, above 80 dB
SPL

White noise (sounds comprising a broad frequency range) is
more effective than pure tones

There is no fine spectral processing of auditory information.
The stimulus being more effective as it activates more
information channels



What function does the ASR serve ? 

It activates a defensive stance against a possible aggression or
alerts about unexpected events.
It prepares the individual for fight

Although surprising, it may elicit an intimidatory stance
towards attack by a predator

The duration of the ASR is 200 ms, after which movements
aimed at fight,  escape or orientation begin



Ethanol

DOPAMINEDOPAMINE

Haloperidol, Pimozide

antagonist ASRASR

Apomorphine
Amphetamine
Cocaine

-

+

agonist

Anxiolitics

Antipsychotics

Bin to receptors

-
-

-

Many substances modify the ASR



ASR

+
OTHER STIMULI

CONDITIONED REFLEX 

Like any reflex, conditioned responses may be
induced



This provides an
important tool in
clinical and basic
research into the
CNS

Pharmacological and
behavioral manipulations

Disease and affectations.
• Depression 
• Schizophrenia
• Substance abuse
• Neurodegenerative diseases 
     

ASR

The ASR can be modified by many factors:



AmplitudeAmplitude
LatencyLatency

Which parameters are used to characterize and
evaluate the ASR ?

DurationDuration



How is the ASR assessed in clinical practice?

Using a normal  (A) or specific (B) electromyograph, muscle
contraction is measured after exposure to an intense sound
.

A B



latency Amplitude

DurationDuration

How is the ASR assessed in clinical practice?

Electromyograms of the different muscles are obtained and the
response parameters are assessed



Orbicularis oculi

Mentalis

Esternocl.

Extensor dig.

CONTROL PARKINSON DIS.

Registros de la actividad electromiográfica
tras el primer estímulo auditivo

Electromiography- ASR



Julia Lehmann, Christopher R. Pryce, Joram Feldon
Behavioural Brain Research 104 (1999) 113–117

ASR diferences between man and woman



Applications of the ASR

• In clinical practice :
– As a rapid, simple, cheap, innocuous and highly

informative method .
– To assess the state of the acoustic-reflex components of

the auditory system
– To evaluate the status of the auditory system
– For the early detection and follow-up of neurological

and psychiatric disturbances: Parkinson’s disease,
reflex epilepsy due to surprise, hyperekplexia,
substance abuse ...

– For evaluating therapies•  



Evaluation of startle reflex in experimental animals

http://www.usal.es/~incyl/Miembros/LopezGarciaD/Medicion%20RAS.mov



Pharmacological assays

The auditory Startle reflex as a tool for

Asses substance abuse 

Assess Neurological Diseases 

Assess Pshychiatric Disorders 

Assess  Therapies employed



Motoneurons

Cochlear Root
Neurons

PnC

Muscles

Which auditory nuclei are involved?

Pontine Reticular
Neurons

Cochear Root Neurons



Modifications of the ASR
• Habituation
• Previous stimuli
• Positive stimuli
• Drugs
• Sensitization
• Fear potentiation
• Anxiety
• Stress



Modifications of the ASR

• Habituation
• Previous stimuli
• Positive stimuli
• Drugs
• Sensitization
• Fear potentiation
• Anxiety
• Stress



Prepulse Inhibition

LatencyLatency
PrePulseInhibition

AmplitudeAmplitude

Hoffman HS, Wible BL (1970) Role of weak signals in acoustic startle. J Acoust Soc Am 47:489–497



Auditory, tactile or visual stimuli elicit this inhibition .

• PPI occurs in all mammals; it is not a conditioned
phenomenon

Neither habituation nor extinction occurs

• PPI measures how the CNS modulates motor responses to the
stimulus triggering the startle so that it will not interfere with
the processing of the preceding stimulus (sensory)

PPI - Characteristics



PPI: genre differencesPPI: genre differences

Qazi Rahman, Behavioral Neuroscience 2003

ASR
Male
Female

ASR Males    Females

PPI



••The inhibition is higher in malesThe inhibition is higher in males



-PPI is reduced in many mental disturbances:
- Schizophrenia
- Obsessive-compulsive disorders (OCD)
- Epilepsy of the temporal lobe with psychosis
- Post-traumatic stress disorders (ex-combatants, rape victims…)

- Hyperactivity

- Attention Deficit



Patients with schizophrenia or with "schizoid-like disorders"
and rats treated with drugs exerting psychotic effects show a
clear PPI deficit

•Deficits in pre-pulse inhibition in adult patients can be
reversed with antipsychotic medication



PPI is a  Diagnostic tool 

•Helps to establish an early diagnosis
•It can provide an index of the severity of a
pathology
•Serves to test the efficiency of treatment in an
objective way

Applications of PPI



A possible pathway for the PPI

Fendt y cols., Psychofarmacol. 156:216-224 (2001)

PPI - PATHWAY

Loud
sound CRNs reticulo pontine

nucleus (PnC)
Startle
response

Interneurons/
motoneurons



 Parkinson Essential
Tremor

Dementia for
Levy’s bodies

Degenerative diseasses



control EP TE control EP TE

control EP TEcontrol EP TEcontrol EPTE



•Ethological value: for survival 

•Important in clinical practice: 
Its assessment allows the brainstem to be evaluated

It can be used as a diagnostic tool in perinatal medicine

It can be used as a diagnostic tool in neurology and
psychiatry

It can be used as a diagnostic tool in otorhinolaryngology

•Important in Basic Research

Auditory reflexes- SummaryAuditory reflexes- Summary
•Triggered by a sound  

•Three: : Middle-ear reflex, orientation reflex and auditory
startle reflex
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